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DOCUMENTARY DIRECTION WORKSHOP 

May 13th to 31st, 2013                                                      
Length: 3 weeks 

Registration: 1 800 euros          Number of participants: 16  

* Compulsory Minimum Number of Participants:  10 

 
Final Enrolment Date: One month before the beginning of the Workshop 

 

It includes: Definition of traits and history of documentary films. Characteristics 

of documentary film direction as a creative interpretation of reality studying its 

possibilities through specific examples which will be screened and analyzed. 

Training students in specific ways of creating documentary films with projects 

made in the workshop. 

 

Aimed at: Students and graduates in Social Communication, Journalism, 

Communication Art and Film Institutes. Journalists of the TV media. 

 

Title granted: Diploma of Attendance to the Workshop and Certificate 

 

Syllabus: The basic idea as the original nucleus of the work / Treatment as a 

form of general project everyone can understand. Treatment is art / The 

interview: Advantages and disadvantages. / The Character / The Purpose /Film 

mediations / Image design / Imaginative documentaries / What to take and what 

to reject when looking for an idea 

 
Plan of Practices: Participants in the workshop will make a documentary film of 

their own, searching for topic, purposes, premises and points of view or 

approach. They will make the scripts, the basic outline and search for a title. 



 

 

Shooting plan and shooting. Postproduction. Works will be collectively 

discussed and shown to the rest of the school after diplomas are handed in. 

Students are organized in groups and work on a collective idea. A professional 

technical team (photographer, sound, editor) directed by the work group carries 

out the project. 

 
Direction of the workshop:  
Jorge Fuentes (Cuba): Poet, film director, scriptwriter, journalist, permanent 

professor of the Audiovisual Communication Art Faculty at the Instituto Superior 

de Arte (Higher Art Institute –ISA) in Havana, Cuba. 

 

* In case the required minimum number of participants is not covered, the 
school reserves the right to suspend the course one month before its 
beginning. In that case, pre-registration payments previously made by 
those enrolled will be reimbursed. 
EICTV is not responsible for costs associated with the trip (air tickets, 
visa, etc.) 
 

 

 


